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After practicing separately for almost 10 years, Josh
and Jeanne Sacks, parents of four young children,
decided the time had come to open their own
firm together. So, in 2004, Josh reorganized his
Atlanta firm and expanded to open a second office
in Cumming, where Jeanne runs her domestic law
practice. As for Josh, his focus remains on plaintiff
catastrophic injury and wrongful death cases, particularly trucking, car wreck, automotive product
liability and medical malpractice.
The move certainly paid off for both lawyers. The
Cumming domestic practice has taken off quickly.
With her experienced staff and strong reputation,
Jeanne has established a formidable presence. “We
appreciate the opportunities we’ve been given and
we take every client’s case very seriously.”
Josh attributes the firm’s remarkable success to a
number of factors. “We treat our clients with the respect
and dignity they deserve,” he says. “We give attention
to detail at every turn.” The firm’s track record of multimillion dollar results is an impressive one.
As for Jeanne, she too highlights her personal
connection with her clients. “Having children gives
me an ability to relate to the day-to-day issues
confronting many of my clients,” she says. “We give
personalized attention and we aggressively analyze
all facets of our clients’ situation.”
Both lawyers have a number of professional
accolades to back up their success, including the
highest rating, “AV,” from The Martindale-Hubbell
legal directory. Josh recently was named a Rising
Star by Georgia Super Lawyers, which was featured
in Atlanta magazine
Together, this husband-and-wife team strives
to provide the best possible representation to their
respective clients and is making significant inroads
in their respective fields of practice. “We are committed to a comprehensive approach to each case
and each client.” Josh says.
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